
• OTT Studio leveraged Whip Media’s Demand Score and the Exchange’s first-party viewer insights to make content
acquisition decisions (with an emphasis on content that would perform well on AVOD in the US – OTT Studio’s key
market)

• One recent example: A mid-major studio partner sent OTT Studio a library of 5,000 titles to review – a daunting task if it
was done manually, as it had been in the past; But OTT Studio was able to quickly and efficiently narrow the list to 500
target titles by using the Demand Score to rank each program

• “Because of the Demand Score, I’ve definitely felt more comfortable picking out titles that maybe aren’t as well known,
but have a proven track record, according to Whip Media’s data,” Patrick said

• OTT Studio expanded and formalized their initial contacting process with prospective partners via The Exchange’s
roster of sellers – helping the company move away from the “LinkedIn reach out game,” Patrick said

• The Exchange’s Similar Titles tool helped OTT Studio identify content that is akin to previous titles that have performed
well with their audience

Demand Score Drives New Revenue

Ultimately, The Exchange and the Demand Score’s biggest impact has been increased revenue for OTT Studio. (At the same 
time, OTT Studio’s partners – the sellers on The Exchange – have also benefited from the shared ad revenue.) The Demand 
Score has helped OTT Studio make data-backed decisions on titles, spurring them to find the content their audience will 
spend more time watching – allowing OTT Studio to generate more ad revenue in the process. 

“The correlation between the Demand Score and revenue has been pretty close to 1-to-1,” Patrick said. “The Demand Score 
is helpful in that it validates our future decision making and fosters the outcome we want, which is more revenue.” 

About OTT Studio

OTT Studio is one of the fastest growing video publishing and media companies both in the US and globally. The Los 
Angeles-based company works with content owners to maximize video value and distribute content across OTT Studio's 
O&O streaming services on all screens – including via Roku, Fire TV, Vizio, Samsung, iOS, Android and the web. OTT Studio’s 
diverse portfolio of streaming brands, including Free Movies + and Christmas Plus, coupled with their approach to content 
programming and discovery, are designed to maximize video value for content owners, brands and consumers across all 
platforms. 
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OTT Studio, the company behind some of the most popular independently owned AVOD streaming services in the US 
including Free Movies +, had two key challenges facing their business. First, from a content acquisition standpoint, 
connecting with major entertainment companies – especially ones where the relationship was cold to begin with – had been 
difficult, especially during the pandemic.

Secondly, when partnerships were reached, OTT Studio struggled to make informed content acquisition decisions. Typically, 
its partners would share a massive archive of TV shows and movies for OTT Studio to choose from. But choosing which titles 
fit best for OTT Studio was incredibly difficult and time consuming. Additionally, OTT Studio wasn’t presented with a menu of 
prices – forcing the company to place their own arbitrary value on titles. 

As OTT Studio Co-Founder James Patrick said, the company was “flying blind” when it came to making these critical 
decisions. OTT Studio would often make its title selections by “eyeballing it,” Patrick said – either by comparing a partner’s 
titles to content that had previously worked well for the company, or by comparing titles to scores on IMDb.com. This 
approach was insufficient. The company, he said, desperately needed “deep insights” that better predict which content would 
perform well for them – and which titles they should be putting their money towards. 

The Solution

The Challenge
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